GENERIC DRUGS – DECREASING COSTS AND ROOM FOR INCREASED NUMBER OF KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATIONS
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Abstract

Kidney transplantation is the best treatment option in comparison to dialysis, although patients are obliged to receive life-long medical treatment with immunosuppressive drugs (ISDs) for prevention of the graft rejection. Such immunosuppressive treatment may be costly and associated with multiple adverse effects. Since costs are viewed as one of the major constraints for the increasing number of transplantation, the use of generic ISDs may decrease the overall cost of transplantation and raise the possibility for its further development.

An ideal ISD should have the security margin between toxic and therapeutic dose, and prevent development of acute or chronic rejection of the transplanted kidney. This is particularly important for drugs with a "narrow therapeutical index" (NTI), where small differences in dose or concentration lead to dose and concentration-dependent, serious therapeutic failures and/or adverse drug reactions. The NTI generic drug is approved if within 90%–112% of the area under the curve of the original product the pharmacokinetics fulfills the strict criteria of pharmaceutical equivalence and bioequivalence. Every generic has to be proven to be bioequivalent to the innovator product, and not to other generic products because of the possible generic "drift". Thus, the generic ISDs may be economically attractive, but theoretically, they may pose a risk to transplant patients. Such risks may be reduced if a long-term clinical studies showing cost-effectiveness of generic ISDs in de novo and prevalent transplant patients for every new generic ISD are performed.
In conclusion, the increased number of solid organ transplantation goes in line with the increased health care expenditure for ISDs. The generic immunosuppressants could be a possible solution if safely substituted for innovator products or other generic drug of choice. The substantial cost reduction needs to be redirected into organ donation initiatives so that more patients can benefit from the further increase in transplantation.
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**Introduction**

Kidney transplantation is the best treatment in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) requiring renal replacement therapy (RRT) [1]. Although with improved quality of life and survival compared to any other RRT modality the kidney transplant patients are obliged to receive life-long medical treatment with immunosuppressive drugs (ISDs) for prevention of the graft rejection. On the other hand, such immunosuppressive treatment may be costly and associated with multiple adverse effects. In addition, the growing number of transplantation is associated with the greatest proportion of expenditures from the health insurance funds compared to any other therapeutic category [2]. Thus, it seems inevitable to bring cheaper generic ISDs on the market as a possibility to further expand the transplantation field with growing number of patients [3]. In this regard, the professionals are faced with the requirement considering the cost-efficiency of ISDs treatment along with the promotion of clinical excellence according to allocated healthcare resources. There are many dilemmas when and how to justify the use of brand-name drugs differentiating it from the offered policy for the lowest drug price imposed by the health system that may be also ethically questionable [4].

There are a couple of definitions for generic drugs. According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA): A generic drug (generic drugs, short: generics) is a drug defined as "a drug product that is comparable to a brand/reference listed drug product in dosage, form strength, quality and performance characteristics and intended use" [5]. The generic drug should be with the same active ingredient as a brand-name drug, but the excipients can be different, that could affect the absorption of the active ingredient and lead to a different blood concentration. Another definition by World Health Organization (WHO) is: A generic drug is a pharmaceutical product, usually intended to be interchangeable with an innovator company and marketed after the expiry date of the patient or other exclusive rights [6]. The definition by the free dictionary: A medication sold under its generic name – usually legal only after the patent has expired or if no patent was issued for the substance [7]. Nevertheless, the generic drugs are usually less expensive than proprietary medications. Finally, the common issue through all definitions is the comparability of the brand and generic drug which per se means a possible interchangeability.

**Drug testing and approval**

Pharmaceutical industry research and development (R&D) worldwide is important for the patients’ benefits from the new drugs developed, but also for the economy growth and future competitiveness in an advancing global economical perspective. Despite the direct employing of around 700,000 people with generation of a couple of times higher employment indirectly, this giant European pharmaceutical sector is today faced with real challenges. In addition to the regulatory hurdles and escalating R&D costs, it has been severely hit by the impact of fiscal austerity measures introduced by governments across Europe and the surge of generic drugs on the market. Although primarily considered to save health-care budget neither the social security nor the patients benefit and it deprives the industry of additional resources to fund further R&D. Since all new medicines introduced into the market result in at least 10 years long, costly and risky R&D procedure, there is a decreasing trend in the pharmaceutical growth in Europe, USA and Japan and a reduced number of innovative drugs in the last decade [8]. Additionally, at least half of the market share of generics today is already overtaken in the developed countries with even greater proportion in the markets of emerging economies of Brazil and China.
The regulation for the new drug license is very strict all over the world, but much less costly and lengthy for generics. Namely, generics should be the same pharmaceutical type, with the same qualitative and quantitative composition, equivalent clinical efficacy and safety and also bioequivalent with the brand name drug. Bioequivalent in fact means that the rate and extent of the active ingredient is available at the site of drug action, i.e. presented with similar drug concentration-time profiles in the blood. Nevertheless, the prescription of generic drugs nowadays remains still controversial. The main concern is that the bioequivalence acceptability range could widely differ leading to a possible generic drift, especially in various group of patients in terms of age and medical conditions. Even more important may be the ethical issue related to the prescription of such generic drugs. Patients assume them less safe and less efficient, especially for elderly and children because of their existing comorbidities and concomitantly use of many other drugs [9]. Moreover, the different outlook may lead to a confusion and wrong use of the drug, while some inactive ingredients may be a cause even for intolerance (lactose, gluten, tartrasin etc.).

**Immunosuppressive drugs in Kidney transplantation**

A precautious drug use is especially required when there is a specific and expensive treatment such as kidney transplantation *per se*, accompanied with the cost related to the maintenance therapy. An ideal ISD should have the security margin between toxic and therapeutic dose, and a selective effect upon lymphoid cells. Moreover, it should not cause over immunodepression and either infectious problems (bacterial, virological and fungal) or development of *de novo* cancers. On the other hand, ISD should prevent development of acute or chronic rejection of the transplanted kidney. It is reported that 25% of grafts fail to survive at 5 years and around 50% at 10 year post transplantation [10]. It is still controversial whether CNI nephrotoxicity [11], non-adherence [12], and also variability of the drugs used [13] play the main role as underlying risk factors for such graft survival. Moreover, when short- and long-term graft survival estimates between Europe and the United States were compared, equal short-term but consistently and substantially higher long-term survival in Europe was observed [11]. This could not have been explained by differences in patient characteristics, but the policy differences between Europe and the United States in coverage for long-term immunosuppressive medication may have influenced the survival patterns. Thus, the generic ISDs may be economically attractive, but theoretically, they may pose a risk to transplant patients. Such risks may be reduced if a long-term clinical studies showing cost-effectiveness of generic ISDs in *de novo* and prevalent transplant patients for every new generic ISD are performed.

This is particularly important for drugs with a "narrow therapeautical index" (NTI), or "critical dose drugs". These drugs are defined as "drugs where comparatively small differences in dose or concentration lead to dose and concentration-dependent, serious therapeutic failures and/or serious adverse drug reactions" [14]. Four of the ISDs used in kidney transplantation are NTI drugs: cyclosporine, myco-phenolate, tacrolimus and sirolimus requiring close monitoring of the concentration levels until optimal therapeutic effect is achieved. In order to be approved the NTI generic drug has to be within 90% to 112% of the area under the curve (AUC) of the original product pharmacokinetics fulfilling the strict criteria of pharmaceutical equivalence and bioequivalence. Hence, although bioequivalent with the original product, generic ISDs are considered non-freely substitutable because of the eventual consequences within small differences in their blood concentration. In addition, in cases of different generic ISDs every generic has to be proven to be bioequivalent to the innovator product, and not to other generic products [15]. This is important because of the possible generic "drift", as a generic at one end of the acceptable range of the AUC might not be bioequivalent to another generic at the other end of the acceptable range [16]. This is an issue that transplant professionals are concerned in cases of uncontrolled substitutions (attending nephrologist not informed), that may lead towards under- or over-immunosuppression caused by the generic drift accompanied with possible detrimental complications [17].
Generics – clinical considerations

After introduction of the ISDs in US, the first experience was controversial reporting higher incidence of acute rejection in patients on generic compared to the brand-name cyclosporine mainly because of a higher intra-patient variability of the generic [5]. Although, the generic drug has the same active ingredient as a brand-name drug, various excipients may affect the absorption of the active substance and lead to a variability in blood concentration. Such variability in the trough levels and clearance of either cyclosporine [18] or tacrolimus has been associated with significantly higher incidence of acute rejections and worsening of the graft function [19] and long-term graft failure [20]. Generics may also cause additional confusion because of the various shapes, color or taste and thus, increase the non-adherence by the attending clinicians. The major role of non-adherence was confirmed in a prospective, kidney biopsy based study with predominant findings of antibody mediated or mixed with cell mediated rejection that in 47% of cases was associated with non-adherent patients [21]. At present, there are only short-term evaluation results showing non-inferior graft survival when original and generic cyclosporine [22] or tacrolimus [23, 24] from pharmaceutical companies with long-lasting tradition were compared. The need for a high quality data showing bioequivalence and clinical efficacy of generic immunosuppressants in solid organ transplants has also been confirmed in the recent systematic review and meta analysis [25]. The insufficient evidence leads to vague or at least an ambiguous conclusion that generics are equivalent to innovator immunosuppressants, but at the same time no data could firmly suggest that generics are not equivalent and therefore unsafe. On the other hand, possible RCTs are unlikely to be performed as a matter of required time and related costs that could not be remunerated latter for generic drugs. Thus, well conducted bioequivalence studies on transplant recipients are the only possible alternative. Finally, any change of the ISDs from innovator to generic or from one to another generic formulation should be closely monitored under the supervision of attending physician. Importantly, the costs of the more frequent drug monitoring and visits to the clinics, travel to hospital and lost wages, need to be taken into account in order to have the overall costs related to the generic substitution of the innovative drugs [26].

Among the other issues related to the generic ISDs treatment is the non-uniformity of their use across various countries. Hence, a need for harmonization is preferred as guidance for a safe and efficacious drug use all over the world. Whenever possible, the professional associations (societies) should provide an opinion or position statement on whether or how their members should use generic ISDs. Thus, the Canadian Society of Transplantation recommended an extreme caution asking for bioequivalence demonstrated also in transplant recipients and in subpopulations known to have a high variability in blood concentration [27]. Also, the American Society of Transplantation endorsed prescription of generic ISDs as safe but only in low-risk transplant recipients, strongly supporting the bioequivalence studies in at-risk subpopulations [28]. Unfortunately, the ISDs are reimbursed in the USA only during the first three years post-transplant that is considered as known cause of non-compliance and consequent graft failure [29]. The European Society of Organ Transplantation is generally satisfied with the stricter criteria issued by the European Medicines Agency, proposing to regulate generic substitutions of critical dose drugs in vulnerable patient populations [30].

Finally, the physicians’ responsibilities to their patients and the society could pose an ethical dilemma about the cost-effectiveness of the treatment [31]. In fact, in the public healthcare system, physicians should prioritize the treatment they consider most appropriate, not necessarily taking into consideration the need of a comparative cost-effectiveness [32]. Conversely, ISDs may bring savings to the national health budget that should be reinvested into clinical services in order to further improve the quality of patient care [33]. However, a comprehensive cost-efficient analysis should also involve the logistical issues towards anticipated drug shortages. Namely, the long-term reduction in the price of generic ISDs may be economical in short term, but may produce drug shortages in long-term since it becomes less profitable to manufacture these drugs [4].
Conclusion

The increased number of solid organ transplantation goes in line with the substantial proportion of the health care budget for ISDs. Thus, generic immunosuppressants could possible solve the problem if safely substituted for innovator products consistently receiving the same product, and the attending physicians endorse changes and impose enhanced therapeutic drug monitoring during transition to available ISD of choice. The substantial cost reduction need to be redirected into organ donation initiatives so that more patients can benefit from further increase in transplantation.
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ЗА ЗГОЛЕМЕН БРОЈ ТРАНСПЛАНТАЦИИ НА ТРОШОЦИТЕ И МОЖНОСТИТЕ ГЕНЕРИЧКИ ЛЕКОВИ

Резиме

Генерички лекови ( ) з превенциј од отфрл ње н гр фтот. квиот имуносупрсивен третм н мо же д чини многу и е социр н со многу нес - к ни ефекти. рошокот се смет з еден од гл в ните огр ничу њ з зголему ње н бројот н тр испл нт ции, и употреб н генерички може д ј н м ли севкупн т цен н тр испл нт ци и д ј зголеми можност з нејзини пон т мошен р звој.

де линиот треб д им сигурносн м ргиин помег токсин ц и тер писк т зо д , и д го превенир р звојот н кутното или хроничко отфрл ње н тр испл нтир нит н бугерг. в е особено в жно з лекови со „тесен тер писки индекс“ ( ), при што м ли р злики во доз т или конценттр циј т доведув т до дозно и конценттр циски з висен, сериозен тер писки неуспеш и/или нес к ни ефекти од лековите. емнички лек со се одобрув ко е во 90%-112% во зон т под крив н ф рм кокинетик н т н оригин линиот лек исполнув ќки ги строгите критериуми и ф рм цевтск екивид - лентност и биоеквид лентност. еко генеричен лек треб д се док же дек е биоеквид лентен н инов тивностот продукт, не и другите геничски продукти пор ли веро тност од генеричко „прен сочув ње“. к, генеричките може д се економски прим мливи, но, теоретски, може д се потенциј ли ризични з тр испл нтири нт н ционти. квите ризичи може д се редуцир т ко се н пр в т долгоро чни студии ко ке пок ж т испл тивност н генеричките к д ново и прев лентни тр испл нтир н п ционти з с секој нов генерички лек.

ко з клучок, зголемениот број тр испл нт ции н солидни орг ни оди з едно со зголемен т здр встен потрошув чк з е. енеричките имуносупрсивни би можеле д бид т можно решение ко се сигури во з м е н т н инов тивностот продукти или други генички лекови од избор. н ч ж редукциј н трошок треб д биде прен сочен кон иниции тиви з орг н-дон циј т к што повеќе п ционти мож д им т бенефи од пон т мош ното зголему ње н бројот н тр испл нт ции.
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